Compliance
Compliance managers have a tough, sometimes thankless
job because they’re accountable for ensuring company
policy is read, understood, and implemented throughout
their organization. We understand these difficulties, and
our easy-to-use compliance features help you lessen risk

Drive compliance
of the entire
workforce or
specific segments.

and decrease liability. You can track and confirm real-time
delivery of our streamlined compliance messages—all with
automatic notifications to key leaders.

Common Challenges

SocialChorus Solutions

Employee
uncertainty around
compliance
requirements

AUTOMATION SAVES TIME

Inability to track
real-time fulfillment
of compliance
requirements

PERSONALIZE TO IMPROVE COMPLIANCE

Difficult to
share compliance
measurement with
stakeholders

KNOW YOU’RE PROTECTED

Manage compliance communications from a
single, intuitive platform. Automate reminders to
non-compliant individuals, and allow the user to
acknowledge or respond with a click of a button.

Target communications to specific individuals and groups
with personalized messages grouped by location, role, and
access level. Create customized delivery times for each
employee and communicate changes in real time.

The ability to measure your communications allows you to
track whether compliance requirements have been fulfilled.
Get compliance reporting for any segment of your workforce
and evaluate the impact of compliance communications.
LEARN MORE AT SOCIALCHORUS.COM

A REAL-WORLD EXAMPLE

SocialChorus Helps a Large
Oil & Gas Company Stay
Compliant and Reduce Risk

One of the world’s largest oil well completion companies
had to navigate stringent compliance requirements.
Already committed to a high level of safety, teams of employees on its drilling
rigs and wells were required to take time and sign off—every day—on the “safety
tip of the day.” Managers collected signatures manually and processed each
one individually, sometimes by mail or fax. The company needed a modern,
streamlined compliance tool.
SocialChorus enabled their team members to sign off on compliance documents
in real time and set up automatic notifications to leadership. This new approach
saved valuable time, allowed for a more streamlined and efficient workflow, and
provided transparency into the entire compliance process. Most importantly, the
company decreased its liability.
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SocialChorus is the leading workforce communications platform that transforms how workers and organizations connect every day.
We empower communicators to reach every worker—from the head office to the front line. Companies thrive and win when all their workers
feel informed, aligned, and supported. The SocialChorus platform allows communicators to publish once and distribute everywhere—
efficiently delivering critical information to the right employee at the right time.

